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Smaller bakers do it better? Pro Auction will conduct an auction sale

Pro Auction will conduct an auction sale of the entire craft bakery at the former Rigby’s Bakery plant in
Morley Leeds.According to market research group smaller bakery companies are increasing sales at three
times the rate of larger companies

Jan. 25, 2008 - PRLog -- Pro Auction will conduct an auction sale of the entire craft bakery at the former
Rigby’s Bakery plant in Morley Leeds.

Several interesting lots will go under the auctioneers hammer, which will appeal to a wide range of craft
and plant bakeries alike.

The sale will include a state of the art Backtech bread plant, dividers, mixers, moulders and depositors
along with a complete savoury pie manufacturing equipment. In addition to the equipment, the auctioneers
will also offer Tom Chandley Ovens, retarder provers, Rondo pastry brakes and confectionery equipment at
the plant. The sale will also include a pitta bread manufacturing plant with a capacity of 6 – 7000 pieces per
hour.

According to market research group Plimsoll, smaller bakery companies are increasing sales at three times
the rate of larger competitors, delivering profitability that is four times as high, given the amount of used
food machinery available from this bakery sale Pro Auction are expecting a good attendance by the up and
coming smaller bakery companies.

in addition to the bespoke bakery equipment, a number of lots will appeal to the food manufacturing
industry generally and will include items such as trief high speed slicer, multivac & HFE thermoforming
machines,ilpra speedy tray sealer,fast pack flow wrapping machine, digital scales, insectocutors, Rational
combination ovens ,falcon bratt pan, vacuum packing machines, metal detectors, mainca vector um300
slicers, endoline carton sealer, table top vacuum packers, Witt gas mixers
sinks & hand wash basins, racks & trolleys, complete refrigeration packs
fork lifts & hand pallet trucks.

Lots that of particular interest to the smaller bakers which are manufactured by leading equipment suppliers
throughout Europe include rounders, bun, divider, bdms, pinners french, stick/baguette, bake, off, oven,
deck, rack, setter, speed, hobart, industrial, planetary, spiral, twin, arm, mixers conveyors, croissant,
production, lines, sheeters, extruders, cake, slicers, chocolate enrober, fondant, confectionary, donut, fryers,
jammers, glazers, multi, head, pneumatic, pumps, sealers, metal, detectors, flowwrapper, plant and flour
silos.

Pro Auction offers the largest Selection of Bakery Equipment in the UK. Supply to Industrial, Wholesale,
Craft and Retail New and Used Baking Equipment, used bakery equipment parts , and Bakery equipment
service to the Bakery Industry.

Pro Auction Processing Equipment is the leading UK supplier of bakery equipment throughout UK and
Europe, all types of bakery equipment may be sourced through Pro Auction as used bakery machinery is
this company's speciality having many years experience of supplying used bakery machinery throughout
UK and Europe. 

Here, you can find many types of bakery equipment. Buying used bakery equipment can be a very good
idea to reduce costly investment on new bakery equipment. Pro Auction has all types of bakery equipment
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such as depositors, deck ovens, rack ovens, convection ovens, spiral mixers, stationary bowl spiral mixers,
bakery equipment, stationary bowl spiral mixers, bakery ovens, bakery mixers, dough sheeters, bread
equipment, ciabatta equipment, pastry equipment, bread slicers, bakery provers, bakery utensils, bakery
refrigeration and freezing equipment, blast freezing, direct blast freezing. We supply all types of
commercial bakery equipment from auctions, tenders and private treaty sales.

# # #

Pro Auction Ltd was launched in February 2003 by Mark Flynn and Simon Rose - two established experts
in the auction field - in response to demand for a professional and affordable auction house specialising in
selling plant and machinery within the food processing sectors.

Website: www.proauction.ltd.uk

--- End ---
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